
 

 
 

 

 

The use of mesenchymal stem cells from human adipose tissue (ADSC - Adipose Derived Stem Cell), 

aimed at repairing injured cardiac tissue, appears as a promising treatment option for patients with 

cardiomyopathy.  To facilitate the infusion of these cells in the heart, use of matrices  for growing ADSC is 

an important strategy in the field of cardiac tissue engineering.  Among the biomaterials used for this 

purpose chitosan and collagen type I (Blenda) because they are biocompatible, biodegradable and 

nontoxic. The use of chitosan as a biomaterial has several attractive properties for tissue regeneration 

because their cationic nature permits electrostatic interactions with the cell anionic species such as 

glicosaminoclicanos (GAG) and proteoglycans . 

  
 

The objective was to evaluate the physico-chemical ADSC with respect to growth kinetics, size, production 

of the enzyme alkaline phosphatase, inducing the production of nitric oxide by macrophages and examine 

the adhesion and proliferation of mesenchymal stem cells from adipose tissue (ADSC) in chitosan 

matrices (Ch), collagen (C) and the blend (B), within petakas. 

 

In the methodology, 07 female patients, aged between 20 and 60 years, underwent liposuction hospital 

in IMC, using techniques which involve manual aspiration, mechanical aspiration with vacuum 

lipoaspirador (Nevoni ® mod 3003). Digestion of the fat tissue was made with the enzyme collagenase 
for two hours. Then, the pellet obtained by centrifugation was resuspended with 6.0 x 108 (± 2) cell 

viability and 99.0 (± 3) % by volume final. All analyzes were performed after the third passage, and 

immunophenotyping the ADSC. We carried out physico-chemical studies of the kinetics of growth ADSC, 

measures of cell sizes in Petakas (Celartia-USA) in bottles and traditional activity of the enzyme 

alkaline phosphatase (AP)-mediated cytotoxicity and nitrogen oxide (NO) in the presence of activated 

macrophages and the presence of the chitosan matrix (Ch) and collagen (Co) for biocompatibility 

studies. Made up of simple randomization fat samples, Pearson correlation between the volumes and 

number of fat ADSC sampled by the method parametric analysis of variance (ANOVA). 
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The physicochemical properties of chitosan-collagen matrices induced adhesion, 

proliferation and differentiation of ADSC possible because there was a significant 

relationship between the production of the enzyme alkaline phosphatase by ADSC 

and NO production by macrophages. This relationship of AF showed that the 

enzyme activity decreased as increased NO production and this occurs when the 

cells are beginning to differentiate. Added to this, the matrix of chitosan-collagen - 

genipin stimulates this process, which can result in a major course of 

neovascularization or angiogenesis tissue. 
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Figure 2. DotPlot graphic model (Minitab 15) showing NO 
production, whose values are in micromol ml-1 by stimulated 
macrophages chitosan, collagen, chitosan, collagen, 
chitosancollagen-genipin to 0.50% collagen-chitosan-
glutaraldehyde : 50 %, with and without the presence of ASC, 
with n = 10. 

Figure 3. Graph model DotPlot (Minitab 15 showing the 

values of the activity of the enzyme alkaline phosphatase 

secreted by ASC in U mL-1 in the case of the third 

expansion of ASC and eighth in the presence of scaffolds 

of chitosan, collagen, collagenchitosan-genipin and 
chitosan-collagen with glutaraldehyde ADSC, with n =10. 
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The physicochemical properties of chitosan-collagen matrices induced adhesion, proliferation and 

differentiation of ADSC (figure 1). Thus, the reduction in alkaline phosphatase enzyme activity in the 

presence of scaffolds of Ch, and Ch-Co-Ge as compared with the increase of NO synthesis and 

decrease in cell proliferation may be indicative that the ADSC initiate cellular differentiation (figures 

2 and 3). importance of the presence of chitosan, collagen, ADSC genipin and in the process of 

tissue regeneration, because these scaffolds strongly stimulated NO production that may be 

responsible, in vivo, by vasodilation present in physiological angiogenesis, in addition to function as 

a mediator in wound healing, and as an inhibitor of leukocyte adhesion in post capillary 

microvessels. 
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Figure 1 - Images of scanning electron microscopy obtained in previous studies from Zotarelli et.al., 2011 as an example of the morphological structure of 

scaffolds of chitosan (Ch) (A) and chitosan-collagen (Ch-C) (B) (blend)  and optical microscopy images of ASC adhered and proliferated in Petakas (C 

and D). And scaffolds with ADSC adhered and proliferated in blends for a period of 48 hours, all stained with hematoxylin-eosin (E and F). The images of 

the three controls are 50.0μm and 10.0μm.   


